Abstract

Software engineering is at an inflection point. The traditional and largely manual construction of software is challenged by novel trends and technologies -- including rapidly changing markets, artificial intelligence or continuous delivery (e.g., in-field updates of cars). Developers need to frequently experiment with new ideas and quickly customize software for different markets, environments or hardware platforms, while optimizing for non-functional properties, such as security, performance or energy consumption.

In this talk, I will present my group’s contributions towards automating the engineering of software systems. I will discuss how we combine foundational and applied research, often in collaboration with industry, to advance the scientific and engineering principles of software engineering. My focus will be on two application domains: variant-rich systems and robotics control systems.
Variant-rich systems comprise software product lines (e.g., automotive control systems), software ecosystems (e.g., Android apps), and highly configurable systems (e.g., Linux kernel). Engineering such systems is challenging due to variability -- the number of variants grows exponentially with the number of features. We developed analysis, modeling, and program synthesis techniques to tackle the combinatorial explosion and to automatically construct software variants.

Robotics control systems are complex and safety-critical software systems. Their manual construction -- dominated by expert programmers in robotics and control engineering -- is becoming a bottleneck when instilling them with intelligence to ensure robustness and autonomy. We developed software languages that allow both experts and end-users to define and assure the correct behavior of robotic systems -- specifically service robots and autonomous cars.

Time permitting, I will discuss the relation of my research to related areas, including programming languages, formal methods (e.g., model checking), logics (e.g., temporal logics) and reasoning (e.g., SAT solving), artificial intelligence (e.g., machine learning and genetic programming), control engineering, and empirical methods -- hoping to inspire collaborations within and across the discussed application domains.
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